UNLOCKING AFRICA

Simplicity Reliability Integrity

WHY AFRIGISTICS
We understand the complexities of the
African Market.
By understanding and taking cognisance of factors
such as port congestion, poor infrastructure, lack of
common standards and communication
breakdowns, which are inherently unique to the
African logistics context, Afrigistics has positioned
itself to provide a comprehensive range of
specialised end-to-end logistics solutions
How do we achieve this?

Africa Focus & Expetise
Personalised Service
Independence
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Africa Focus &
Expertise

Decades of experience in especially the
FMCG export industry as well as a thorough
knowledge and understanding of the
intricacies and unique nature of doing
business in Africa, brings about a logistics
service offering trusted by many
businesses across Africa
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Personalized
Service

Through our extensive network of
strategic partnerships & alliances, we are
big enough to provide our clients across
diverse industries with world class service,
yet small enough to remain focused and
innovative to provide truly personlized
service.
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Independence

Being positioned as independent logistics
service provider, we have the advantage of
being able to leverage off the best
capabilities of a wide scope of service
providers, without being tied into a single
freight forwarder's network.

UNLOCKING AFRICA

24/7

Support
Line

Simplicity Reliability Integrity

CUSTOMS DESK
Centralised for efficient control.
Afrigistics has positioned itself to provide a
comprehensive range of specialised end-to-end
clearing solutions to, from and within Africa.
How do we achieve this?

Centralised Customs Desk for
effective control
Direct EDI with SARS & processing
abilities on Asycuda & CMS
Continuous training of new Customs
requirements & In Country specifications
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Experienced
Team

In house clearing desk handling 950+
entries monthly in mainly FMCG and Retail
industries.
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Sub-Saharan
Border
Representation

Being an independent SP, we leverage off
the best capabilities of a network of
agents at all major Sub Saharan border
posts.
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Customer Based
Approach

We provide premium consistent service to
limit time spent at borders, with a 24/7
support line.

Get in touch:
20 Main Road, Paarl, 7646 | www.afrigistics.com | +27 (0) 21 863 3965 | info@afrigistics.com

